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PREFACE

In Stockton today there is a small tmmber of persons who come
under the category, Basque.

Ar the origin of the Ba::ques and their

language is as yet undeterwined, it lends a somewhat mysterious air
to them.
The purpose of this study is to determine whether the Basques,
more particularly the younger generation,
into the comnnmity.

~Jre

becoming af:similated

Are they Basque in their munner of living, or

are they American'?
Within the scope of this study fall some 219 individuals
organi?.ed into eighty-seven fanily groups.

They are the first· and

·second· generation families and their umnarried children living at
home.

Most of the nmterial for this pt:iper was gathered from them

by personal interview.

Very little was obtained from other sources,

primarily because the author has no facility with French, Spanish, or
BaEque, in which languages most of the material is to be found.
The study will cover two major phases.
e.n explanation of

a~::similation,

about the Basc!ue people.

The first deols with

historical bt:-ckground and other facts

The second section coverr actual facts

found in the survey made of the Basques in Stockton.
presentr: a brief summary of these findings.

The conclusion

It will attempt to

answer whether or not assimilatjon has taken place, and if it has, why.

'l'he

cla~sic

defin:t.tion of ar:dmHation by Park and Burgess is,

"Assimilation ifl a process of interpenetntion and fusion ir: which
perFons tmd gToups acquire the memories,

~entiments,

an':\ ntt.itudes of

other perEons or groups, and, by shering their experiences and h:i.r>tor-.)',
are incorporated with ther;1 in a cultural life. 111

Assimilation rnay be of two tynes:

assimilation involves the merging of &
culture.

cultural or l"GCial.

~ubordinate

Cultural

and a dominant

In this me gence nome tH.'!Jects of the ndnority group culture

are taken up and become a purt of the dominant culture.

In social

assimilation there is no rcerging of culture; there is no vePtige of

thE' minority culture to be found in

th~3

majority culture.

rocial

assimilation in the soclal usage refers to
"the process by which persons who are unlike in their social
heritages come to ~hare the Eame body of sentiments, tr:,d_itions,
and loyalties. It is interpenetration and fusion in which perr>ons
and groups acquire the mmnor:i.es, sentiments, and attitudes of
other persons or groups, and by Eltwring their experience and
hh•tory, are incorporated nith them ln a cultural life."2
Is this what has happened to the Basques in ftockton'i

p.ocial aRsimilat:ion taken plaee?

Has

In order to answer these questionp

certain cultural and soc:l.al p:1enomnna, t'mong which are marria. e,
education, occU!)I.1tion, language, ancl

or1~anizationt',

will

be~

exumined.

In the courFe of diecusdon, cht:.nges from the pattern of the I-\i,sque
culture to that of the

J~merican

culture will be indicated to point

out the degree of gocial aPsimilntion.
1 R .t~.
"' Park and F'~-··If.
"} nurr·e•><·c-5. _. ..;>'"' Introduction .:!;:Q_the ;-cience
,!.)

m

---------roC:TolORY,-T~)--(1921).

2 Ibid.
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CHAPTER I

l
1

HISTORY, ANTHHOPOLOGY AND ETHNOLOGY 1

On the Bay of Biscay, where the Pyrenees slope to meet the
sea, is the country of the Basques, a territory about the size of
Belgium, consisting of Eeven provinces, three of which are in France,
the rest in Spain.
unknown.

The language and origin of these peoples are

Nevertheless, despite ·Ne.rfare and the political upheovals

of centuries they still preserve many of their old traditlons and
ceremonial.

The men are fine singers, athletes and dencers.

The earliert notices of the geography of Spain, from the fifth
century B.C. represent ['pain as occupied by a congeries of tribes
distinguished mainly as Iheri, Celtiberi and Celts.

'I'hese had no

cohesion unless temporarily united against some common foe.
were at war with one another and in constant movement.

They

The ruder

tribes were constantly being driven northwerds by the advancing tide
of Mediterranean civilization.

According to some historians the tribes

in the .South had written laws, poeme and literature.

We have only

some inscriptions, legfmds on coins, marks on pottery and megalithic
monuments, in alphabets slightly differing, and belong to six geographical districts.

As· yet they have need of interpretation.

However,

1 What is said herein is largely a paraphrase, unless so indicated, __ _
- --from-the--arti-cl-e-on--"Basques n--ey-webster and Vl.nson--in the____ _
Encyclopeadia Britanica, 1910 edition, Vol. III, 4'P5-4R7.

2
they show that a like general lanf,"Uage na.s once spoken through the
whole of Spain, o.nd for a short dhtance on the northern slope of
the Pyrenees.

The cha.racteli' of tho lettErs is clearly of Levantine

origin, but the particular alphabets to wh:tch each may be referred
and their connection with the DE.sque are Etill to he determined.
On the origin of the Basque;:; the chief theorios are:
1.

That they are descended from the tribe."' whom the Greeks

and I,E;_tins called Ilv:;ri;

2.

That they belong to some of the fairer Berber tribes

and through the ancient Liby-ans from a people depicted on the Egyptian
monuments;

3.

The Atlantic theoF.f, that thoy helong to a lost J•tl&ntic

continent, whoee inhabite.nts were

repr<":~::c::l~t8d

by the Guaneree of the

Ce.nar;r Isle.nC\2, and by a fair nwe on th'J Woderr: coa::t of Africa;
/}.

ThGt tl'wy ars e.n indigenous r&.ce, who have never had any

greuter extension than their present quarters.
These thoories have been <-;spoused by different historian::; and
anthropolot;ists, each 'Nith fragr:;GntE of proof that seems to indicate

his particul&r theory was correct.

Nevertheless, sufficient evidence

hc<S yet to bo discovered thc::.t would indicr;;.te any one of them

definitely true.

ls

Not one reference used has said as much.

1'he BB.squer allege they were the first inhabitants of Spain
~.nd

fought and repelled the Phoenicians, the Eomans, the Vif'igoths,

the i,rabs, and the armies of Charlemagne •... .TJ1~_.f!i~'t_1_ha:t,_'t.hfJYR..'U121ll_itted
only when the combined forces of Hitler, Mussolini, and Franco fought
them at once makes them both proud and humble.

The

~:pani::>h

Basques

3
assert that their country was once part of seven provinces that
spilled over into France.
century~.

The nation wa2 severed in the sixteenth

One hundred and twenty thousand French BaFques still live

in three provinces of

South- 1 ~Jest

l'"rtnce.

brothers but share no separatist movement.

They help their blood
1

The country waF a separate entity till 1839.

Up to that time

they exif:'ted under Spain and France a:c Canada does to England today.
The Hepublic of Euskadi is ·Nht<t the Basques cell their little country.
In 1933 three of the four .Spanish Basque provinces voted themselves
their freedom.

It lal:'ted ten months.

Spain would n•1t allow them the:tr

freedom because their provinces possessed 597~ of Spain's explosive
industries, 537~ of Spaj_n 1 E P.Jerchnnt marine, und controlled a large
portion of the banking

~md

mining interest/".

1'he Basques are proud of

their year of self-government, for they proved themselves capable of
:i.t.

They are still fighting for self-govern..ment and are e.lmost

completely supported by Basques in Oregon, Utah, and Californie..

The

Spanish Be.sque drive for self-government is not shor0·d by the inhabitants of Basque provinces in France, although they are sympathetic
toward the cause of their fellow BaFques.

However, the French Basques

have not within recent years had to contend with a civil wo.r and the
political pressures brought on by the rule of F'ranco. 2
1 I. Wallace, "Euskadi Fights On, 11 Catholic World, CLXV, 210 (June,
1947), a paraphrase.

2 Ibid.

While interviewing through an interpreter a recently arrived
French Basque who had spent the last few years in f:panish territory,
a queEtion was asked pertaining to politics.

She refused to comment on

the subject and immediately began talking on another topic. 1 The
subject could not be reintroduced.
The Basques -- hard-drinking, non-swearing, mostly pious
farmers and fishermen -- are one of the most mysterious races
on 0arth. Neither Spanish nor French nor anything knovm, they
are a "race 11 apart, like men dropped from Mars. No one knows
where they come from. Archeologists can find no scratched
stones or monumentr:; hi:;torians can locate no written records;
philogists can find no family tree for their language. Their
present cu:::,toms are as unusual of' thfdr parct is puzzling.2
The physical anthropologists in general can differ(·mtiate the
Basques from their neighbors, for they are darker and snorter than
northern Furopeans but fairer

~md

taller the.n southern Europeans;

the profile is often very delicate; the carriage remarkably upright;
they are neither predominantly brachycephalic nor dolichocephalic.
They belong to the Alpine classification of the Caucasian rc'ce.

As

is true of many such descriptions and classifications, every member
of the group doe::> not fit the design; the Basques are no exception.
Furthermore, oth8r peoples of Europe fall within the Alpine classifict:~tion.

Among the Basques there are different physical types; yet,

when they emigrate to other countries they are known as Basques,
distinct from all other peoples.
The physical characteristics of the Basques in Stockton are
l Interview No. l, Miss M.
2 I. Wallace, op. cit., 211.

5
not so unique as to be rNJ.dily noticed by the layman 1 s inexperienced
eye.

The color of hnir ranges from blonde to black, with medium

browns in predominance.

The majority have brown or brown-green eyes,

but there is still a noticeable number who have blue

eye~1.

ma;jority have clean cut profiles with straight noses.

The

'fhis descrip-

tion differs little from a descriptlon which might be applied to several other ethnic groups of European background.

It would be impos-

sible to !'!elect those of Basque ancestry from a group.
With regard to various fragments of culture tl'wt might be used
as an :tndication of origin, no aid is to be got from folk-tales
because none can be considered exclusively Basque and the literature
is altogether too modern.

A fast dieaprearing survival in the old

vmrld is the ttlaya", e two-pronged short-handled steel digging fork
used instead of a plough.

The Basques alone of all the peoples of'

Europe have preserved specimens of almost every class of dance known
to primitive :races; they range from animal and harvest dance's to
I

those of a religious nature which are almost pagan.

The Old Baf!que

House is a product of a land where stone and timber were equally
1:1bundant.

The stone forms the foundation and rear '!Tall and timber

furnishes the remainder of the structure.

The ground floor area is

used for the stock and the top floor is used for living quarterr:.
In cudoms, in institutions, in civil and political life there is
no one thing that we can fay is peculicrly and exclusively Basque;
but their entire system taken together marks them off from other

[j

u

~

I,

II:I
H

6

u
fl

I]
~

The Basque people are very aware of their ethnic identity.
"They dislike, in fact they almost loathe, being miFtaken or called
French or SpaniFh. 111 They a.re Basque, and they l:lre reedy to make you
aware of the fact.

-------

---------~- ----~-

1 D.C. Fischer, Basgue People, 20 (1931).

7

CHAPTER II
WHY AND WHEN THEY CAME

Vfuen the old, self-sufficient village industries declined in
consequence of the invention of machinery and manufacture elsewhere,
the Basque entered at once upon emigration to the agricultural parts
of the Americas, and the result has been
and the

11

th~:~t

the Basque Provinces

pays"l Basque probably h&ve never been more prosperous than

they are now.

As migrution became a necessity, for the provinces

of the Basque are no different from the rest of Europe in that
respect, the Basques Journeyed toward new lands and settled in places
that were comparable to their nutive country.
in the fishing industries

~;nd

Hence, we have Basques

agricultural ar0as, and they are noted

for the raising of stock.
The early Basque immigrants started coming in sr:1all numbers
around 1850, and a steady stream came in until about thirty years
ago.

The first of these came to the West Coast beceur'e this was the

frontier country and they were farming people.

Therefore there are

a number of Basques in and around Stockton, because it is so like
their native country.

Many others followed, because they had

relatives and friends here.

Although the immigration laws cut down

migration in large numbers, a few Basr1ues have been coming over every
1 Translation, country.

i
1

~

1

now e.nd then.

This was stopped again during the war, but has recently

risen to a new peak.

Those of the first generation who have become

citizens are eligible to sign the necessary papers so as to secure a
passport and visa for those they wish to bring over.

Tl-d.e practice

is carried on almost exclusively by the first generation Basques.
They feel the ties of their old home more strongly.

They alone are

willing to sign for a friend, a cousin thrice removed, or a nephew.
They will take the responsibility involved, but still it is only for
the strong young men who can work at hard t;nd difficult labor for
whom they will sign.
For the most part, the second generation are not interested.
They seem to be busy with their own lives and unwilling to assume
such obligations.

They do not seem to feel the ties of the "old

country" as the older generation doe:::.

Yes, they would like to

travel to the provinces of their parents, meet their relatives, stay
a few months, but even this would not be the sole purpose.
take in the rest of Europe as well.

'l'hey would

They have the attitude of most

Americans; it would he nice to take a "grtmd tour", so to speak,
and a few of them have.
If the question were asked:

Why and 'uhen did you come?

How

was it when you first came'!; most of the answers followed this trend
of thought.
''The country was poor; there was little opportunity.
poor mlgrated here."l
1 Interview No. 5, NlrP. I.

The

I
:I

9
"Economically lt was a poor eount.ry.
for expanding and bettering your life."l

There was no chance

"All of us came with the idea to make money.n2

"I attribute the migration of the Basques to .Stockton to
adapta,ni.Uty of the surrounding area to sheep and cattle. u3
11 Many came to Stockton because their neighbors in the
country' were here • rr4

1

old

In a few cases, very few, they came because their parents
were here.
When the Basques first came to Stockton, they were more or
less a group.

Their friends were almost exclusively Basque.

Whether

..

they were conscious of the fact or not, restrictin1£ their associates
was a necessity until the English lant-uage tvas mastered.

lis it wus,

those who had been here long enough to speak and .be understood were

..

never so occupied that they hLd no time to help ·the new.comers w-ith
matters
lawyer.

~mch

as an introduction to a doctor, dentist, or perhap-:c11 a

They took the time to mE<ke their

.

ne-~vly-arri ved

comfortable, aware of the laws and necessary folkways.

friends
They wished

to e.id the newcomers in becoming adjusted to their new v;ay of life.
The following interview with Mrs. G. presents an adequate
summary of the situation:
The day I arrived in Stockton WE~s my birthday. When I
descended from the train, I was very depressed. It v1ae my

1 Interview No. 3, Mr. 0.
2 Ibid.

------ ----3 Interview No. 2, Mr. C.
L~ Interview No. 4, Mrs. G.

10

birthday. I was far B.way from my home and very homesick. Mrf'. C.
met me at the train; I was so happy to see someone I knew.
Mrr,. C1 s parents hacl <;; small farm next to the one of my parents.
JVry longing for home ~vas short in durdion, for th;:t night all
the Basques in ~~tockton and vicinity gave me a wonderful
party. I saw so many people I knew; many were from my ovm
village or lived close by. I was so happy. live danced our
native dances very late into the night. I talked until my
voice was gone. I had such a good time hnd was so happy to
be in America. It gives me great 1>leasure to recall my first
night in this country.
Mrs. C. •:;as nice enough to find a position for me as a domestic
servant in a place she had once worked. E'he was very kind to
me, as well a:o all the other friends and even relatives that I
had in Stockton. Those who could speak the English language
were alwayr: kind enouc:h to act in the capacity of interpreter
whenever I was in need. We were always together on Sundays
and had much fun entertaining one another. There were many
more Basr~ues in Stockton then, but many of the "old-timers"
have passed on, anc the younger generation have moved away
into fnr and nearby areas. Most of the BDsqurs in Cdlfornia
have f:ettled in F'resno an6 Bakersfield.l
While talking to Mrs. G., one had the feeling that she took
much pleasure in the re1niniscence of her youth.

Mrs. C., another

Basque woman, was present at the time of the interview, and they
continued at grent length discussing their early days in this
country.

Mrs. G. 1 s daughter, a young woman in her early thirties,

remembers the Basque gatherings she attended when in her teem:, but
nm1arked that they had since been discontinued hnd that she sees
little of the Basqu0s socially, 1-'Ji th the exception of the few
elderly women who call on her mother.
Another Basque woman, Mrs.

s.,

told the following in an

interview:
When a Be_sque comes to this country these days, the rece~io12 is ______ _
vmen -r ~·;as young and came here.
Take Miss N.,for example. She was given work and a place to stay

-----:-----------quite-di-~f'erent-f'rmn-tlm--t-ime

1 Interview No. 4, Mrf'. G.

11

by some Basques here in Stockton, but that was all. Not one of
them introduced her around to the right people. She was not
received with the great reception that woi.ltld have been due her
had she arrived thirty years ago or before. I helped her out
in the little things of which I am capable; she was very
pleased when we went to the College of the Pacific to arrange
for her lessons in English. I enjoy her to a great extent,
because she is ~o nice and does remind me of my first years
here.l
Mrs.

s.

was disheErtened because of the differences in

attitudes toward newcomers that prevail among the Basques today.
She dislikes the disunity, the lack of feeling for the fellow
countryman as an individual that existed at one time.

She sees

vaguely, but understands little, the ve!"J .American e.ttitude of not
exactly dislike or distrust but the maintenance of a small degree of
social distance 1"Jetween the old, established family and the newlyarrived immigrant.
In History 2.f fu:ill Joaguin County, California I'£.11h Biogranh.1£§1 ~"ketches2·, ·within which a short biographical sketch is given of

many of the men and women important in the development of San
Joaquin County, there are ten men of Basque origin discussed.
of these have been selected for this paper.

Two

It is inter(;sting to

note that the biographies vary only in minor points, and the two
selected are men still living.
D. Y., a successful t~an Joaquin County sheepman, is a
native of the Basses--Pyrenees, where he wae born on
December 9, 1873. He was one of four children. He, with
1 Interview No. 6, Mrs. S.
----~-~~-----2 G. Tinkham, History g_f. San J.Q.!].flJ.Ji.n Q.gyn"U, CalifQ:r.uiS!.,
Bigm:@tltcal-Ske~Qhes.!- 1114 (1929).

lti.t.h

12
his brother P. crossed the ocean and remained in Stockton.
Owing to the unfavorable economic conditions in his native
country, D. had very little opportunity to go to school,
and when only ten years old, started to earn his own living.
He was able to make himself useful on the home farm caring
for sheep and other stock. In 1894, he came to the United
States, bringing with him valuable experience in his line.
Los Angeles was the first district in which he pitched his
tent, and there he worked two years. Then he went up to
Plumas County and herded sheep for a summer. Later he
went on to Delta Islands in San Joaquin County, where he
herded sheep and did various kinds of farm labor.
In 1900, he started in the sheep business for himself,
buying sheep, feeding them on the range, and selling them
again, getting together as many as 2,000 head.
In 1915, he returned to his netive home and married
Miss F. U., who was born in the vicinity of their old home.
They had two children. !·1r. Y. purchased for his bride an
attractive home on South San Joaquin Street in Stockton.
There he has resided ever since, while continuing the
raising of high grade sheep.l
Enterprising, successful sheeprnan, who hae been abundc::.ntly
rewarded for his years of hard work and sacrifices, is
fi/lr. R. N., who was born in the Basses--Pyrenees in 1878.
Mr. N. attended the grammar school at Bigone, France,
but only for the first time when he was eight years of a;~e
and then for just a brief period of two phort years, for iYhen
he was eleven yeere of age, he commenced to help run the farm.
He remained with his father until 1900, when he came to the
United States. He came directly to f·Bn Francisco, but did nat
remain there long, for he soon found work ar a sheepherder,
ancl for a short time was engaged in that employment in Fresno
County, continuing there for five years and then he moved to
Stockton.
He then commenced to buy, feed, and sell sheep, and through
sparing no efforts to supply just what his patrons asked for,
he built up a reputation that was an asset in itself, and
came to be favorably known as one of the best sheepmen in the
county. He still engages in running sheep on rented land in
Frosno, Merced, and tan Joaquin CountiPs. He usually kAeps
- --- -----1-I"t;;c-··a
----16?... t1-.
'
_u_J._.,

13

from 3000 to 7,000 head and hae in the main been successful and
has become a very prosperous man; at times he has met with
reverses; in 1918, 1,000 h('ad died in one day from poison.
While at San Francisco, in May, 1905, Mr. N.
mount~:.dn district
made the trip alone from France to California.
a fine reddence in September in 1918. He also
Hotel. Mr. N. is a staunch Republican .1
M. 0., who came from t:1e same

was married to
as he and had
Mr. N. bought
owns the Royal

From the ten biographies given on Basques there were certain
points common to all.

They were:

1.

All had a nominal amount of education.

2.

They all came from small farms.

3.

All of them were at one time or another connected with the

sheep industry and remained so until retirement with the exception of
one.

4. When political affiliation was mentioned, it was invariably
Republican.

5.

They all make excellent examples of the typical success

story.
l Ibid, 1404.

I
'I
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I
"The most marked feature!:' in the :1asque character are an
intense self-ref'pect, e. 'ride of race <md un obstinate conservatisrr. 111
''uch has been written in ri6icule of tho claim of fill BaPqueto to be

noblB, but thif

Wf.w c;

fact both in tl1c laws of Bnain and in practice.

Every BLsc;ue free holcler could
eligible to &ny office.

provf.~

himself noble, anc1 thus v1a.s

He knows nothing about class wars, because

they have never beep diYided lnto classes.

ruring the

c•~;,yr:

i'Jhen a

l'lan had to be of the nobility to en,ioy personal liberty, the Be~~ques

solved the ·;roble;;, 1'.1y cleclaJring all Basques noblemen.
dt•y, in the net:i.ve HHsque land he he.tef:' titles
nc'dress ('ven v.

strtmgr~:r

~.nd

:!:ver. to this

refuse::< to

as ff.ister.

This attitude does not prc>veil among the Basques of

~tockt,m.

Even thP n.rBt c;enerntion have rdopied our form of uddrepsing
people, Hlthough it does not conform to the folk'·'eys of their motive
count.ry.

'l'he HasqllFf! of E:tockton are c:.lro awnre of our yardFtick

for the mee.rourement 0f one' f:' place on the social sca.l<·,.

example, the place of rFcsidence.
sot1e still do, on South

~an

faE(.ionable part of town.

1

v'u.

r•.·!any of the rami· ir

Td<:c~,

for

s lived, and

Joaquin Street, u !"ection ln the less

There hns been a definite movement into

Webster and J. Vinson, .Qn. cit., 486.
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the restricted "upper" class a.r('as.
;.;.lth~"Ui/h

'l'he Eurc;ue:::: vre nat un urbv.n ;)eople,
large

citie~

~ome

in tlJeir w,tlve country, Bayonne with a popuJ.Ection of

3lt350, un( Bilbao with a popuht:J.on of 195,1%.
conr::iste of

there v.re

b.

A Basque villni~e

fev1 houses; the popul~:,tion lives in scattered habite.-

They do not fear solitude, mx th:i.s mnknc them excellent

t1.onn.

en:igrtmtf:' and

n.mcher, but

oisPiom:rie~.

hf!

'.'t;.IJy

of the llasqur·s living :l.n

they 1 ·ecame woll ed,r:tblished

they purchv red heeutif1ll home::- :'ln thP d.ty.

in U!'hm1 urccu".

<

~toekton

ncl more :y:ros;ocrous,

Many Basques live now

'l'hiP. pcttern is different from the rural ptottcrn

of' their nr:tj.ve country.

Furthermore, it ls t'nir cHspoP:ltion tm;ard

t•olitucle which helped the lJacc;mw who f'ettled in thiF v1cin:l.ty do
-;rell :ln their hm·:i.ne:os • 1
They

ar~'l

snl.endid seamen o.nd were ecrly famed up fishc;rmen 1.n

the Pt:;y of' Biscay.

'l'htiy were the fJrf:'t to estubllsh the cod-fiRheries

off t.hn coar;t of Newfoundland.
Stockt~m

Of the eurly Be.sqUf>-S th<>t eettled in

nn6 vicinity, about two hnc1 ut one time fished, but even

they, alone; vlith the rert, nere of a fEcrm bnekground.
'rhe

1~mericu.

Ba~quef'

took their full part in thP colonization of

Bar:que names abound in th(~ older colonial families

hut not in ftJclcton.

Because of the

sm~:<ll

number, it

l--.See cha!)ter- VII, rmge 38, OccuPit:lo.B~
2 D.C. Fischer, T~ fu![.~ r:_eo2],~, 1-24 {1931).

doe~

.2

not
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warrant such an institution.
In civil institutions and in the tenures of property the
legal position of 'Nomen was very hi.gh.

The eldest horn, whether boy

or girl, inherited the ancestral property, and this was not only
among the upper classes but among the peasantry also.

In the folk-

ways an insult in the presence of women is punished more severely
than a sj_miiar offence among men.

This does not prevent the women

from working as hard, if not harder, than the men.
Of course, the practices of the Basques here with regardf to
women heirs to :•roperty, et cetera, follow the lavts of this country.
The women,

however~

did not take on immediately the practices of

women in this country in similar financial positions.

This is to

say, for example, the practice of afternoon shopping and the movies.
In an interview with Mr. A., he t'aid af: follows:
The Basques are an extremely industrious people. They
work hard; the women work hard. The women take in two or
three jobs. They work harder than the men.ul
11

Furthermore, as Mr.

s.

said in another interview:

Their homes in the rural an~as were purely functional at
first. As they became successful f:' w:tncially, they became
less thrifty and spent more on the niceties of life, often
moving into town.2

A few descriptive notes on the Basques are:
The average Basque is husky, handsome, swaggering, drinks
an excess of wine, is a staunch Catholic, and the church is
the hub of his community life. 3
1 Interview No. 10, Mr. A.
-------2-Tn:terview No. 11, Mr.

3 I. Wallace,

.Q.Q.

s.

cit • , 211.
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The BaRque code i8 one of respect for morals and honesty,
especially with regard to business. He dislikes the "business
shark 11 .1
"The Basques are more European than mo8t. When I came to
collect money, to them I never came on business. I was
making a social call. I had to come in, eat, drink, and talk.
I met them in a bur>inesto way and now have very good friends
among them."2
In interviews it waE almost nruch easier to talk to the
older generation.

Many of the second generation gave their time

graciously, but they were really too busy and had many more pertinent things to do.

Such was the impression given.

With them the

author did not find the abounding friendliness that could be
attributed to the older generation.

The first generation were more

affable in that they were delighted to speak of the old days and did
so with nruch enthusiasm.
1 Interview No. 12, Mrs. N.
2 Interview No. 11, Mr.

s.

--------------------
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CHAPTER IV

A STATISTICAL

~~ALY SIS

OF THE BASQUE PEOPLE I N STOCIITON

As a basis for examining the nature and extent of assimilation
among the Ba sques i n "tockton, a brief statistical review of the
local Basque population is here pre sented, based on a special
survey made the f all term of 1947.
There are no figure,s issued by t he Census Bureau on persons
of Basque origin in the United States.

Technically, their national

origin (first generation ) is France or Spain, and that is the only
distinction made.

Consequently, the gathering of the material on

this chapter wa s a door-to-door process.
After several attempts, the following schedule evolved and
was thereafter applied to all the Basques in the city within the
scope of the study • .

NAME

ADDHESS

PARENTS

SEX

GENEHATION

Husband
Wife
Children
Age
TI~~

IN STOCKTON

Husband
Wife

PLACE OF
BIRTH

FRENCH OR
SP.AN ISH BASQ tf.J£

IiJ

H
'I

I
19

J

J

~1
~

l

From Basque people in the city lists of the names of other
Basque residents were obtained.
were filled out.

Then, by interviewing, the cards

The person interviewed not only answered questions

pertaining to his own family but told what he could of other Basques
living in Stockton.

Also, the lir-t of names continued to grow, for

it was shown to all interviewed, and they would know of some one
not mentioned.

\~hen

the list Ptopped growing and cards were filled

out for each name mentioned, it was evident that the work of collection had been completed and handling the mt..terial war- to begin.
In the compiling and tabulating of the data certain definitions
and explanations have been developed.

A few are arhi trary in nr.ture,

but the following of such definitions and explanation has been
consistent throughout the paper-.
1.

They are as follows:

A Basque is one of the people that inhabited the region

of the D'estern Pyrenees on the Bay of Biscay in Spain and France
considered by etlmologiste as either a. distinct "race" of people
(neither French nor Eipanish) or a peo 1Jle that have he come distinctive through long isolation together with their deEcendents.
2.

A family is a group of individuals living in a household

under one head.

Exception has been made in this definition if

married coupler and their children were living with their parents
because of the· housing shortagr: or some other pertinent reason.
this case, they have been considered as if they were tvm familles
each household.

In

20

3. First generation persons are anyone of the Basque "nationality" not United States citizens by birth.
~.

Second generation includes the children of these fir:ot

generat.ion per eons that are nectural born citizens.

Many of the

third generation Basques fall into the study, because they are
children Hving at home '.'lith their second generation parents.
5.

li.

child 1 s generation will be determined by that of his

6.

A child born of French and Spanish Basque parents will

father.

follow the national origin of the father.
7.

If the paternal parent. is not Basque, the national origin

and generation will be determined by that of the mother.
There are many more Basquet1 living in this area than are
included in this study, but this study ·was confi.ned to the boundaries of the city.
year

Single men spending a month or two of each

in Stockton have been excluded from this paper.
1'he relatively permanent Basque comrnunlty in Stockton is made

up of 219 individuals, organized into eighty-seven fam:1ly grou·ps.
Seventyrfive of these persons comprise the "first generation" group,
havi~~ been born abroad; f'orty-six1 , or 62%, in Spain; and twenty-

nine2, or

JP%, in France. Fifty-seven percent ar.::

sex ratio of 112.
1 23 female and 23 male.
------- 2-20

female and 9 male.

mcJ.o, gtving a
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0n'9 hundred persons are of -the second generation group, fiftyone1 (51%) of Spanish Basque origin and forty-nine
Basque origin.

2

(49%)

of French

The birth rate of the first genera-tion Bc,sques is

slightly higher than these figuree would indicate, but it must be
remembered that many of the second generation who ordinarily would
have bfJen here, had the study been made a few

ye<~rs

ago, are no

longer re::ddents of Stockton for one reaeon or another.
The third generation number only forty-four, fifteen females

and b;enty-nine malen.

There ls in this caee an extraordinary

predom:tmmce of males.

The French Basque third generation children

make up fifty-nine percent of the total.

By looking at Tnble 1

(page 22) it is seen that the French Basquee o.f the first g(::neration are fewer in number than the Spa.niflh Basques.

This does not

mean necessarily that :fe'.ver F'rench Basques migrated to this country
and their children have

f.<

higher birth rate, but that they ure of

an older age group (note the 1Nidows), and consequently, it is more
probably that their children are of the child-bearing age.
Chart 1 (pac·e 24) gives the mater1al found in Tcble 1 in a
hundred percent bvr chart.

It shows the percent<1.ge distribut:ton

of the Basque jJeople in t.hj.s city by sex, national origin, and
generation.
1

25 female e.nd 26 male.

2 22 female and 27 male.
-------

------
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Table 1

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION BY NUMBER AND PERCE~~AGES
OF BASQUE PEOPLE IN STOCKTON BY SEX, NATIONAL ORIGIN
AND GENERATION FOR fALL, .J.947
Generation
la
lb
2a
First % Second
French
Female

.P.ercentag9s

.2b

3a

3b

4a

% Third % Totals

~.b

%

20

26%

22

22%

10

23%

52

24%

9

12%

27

27%

16 36%

52

24%

38%

49

49%

26

104

48%

Male
SubTotal

~

29

59%

'

.§J2anish
Female 23

31%

25

25% .

Male

23

31%

26

26%

SubTotal

46

62%

51

51%

Totals

75

100.

'

.5

11%

53

25%

. 13

30%

62

27%

18 41%

115

44

219

52%

23
Of the total number of Basques in Stockton, thirty-three
percent were born outside the United States; twenty-nine were born
in France, and forty-six in Spain .

One~hundred

and twenty-five

(58% ) were born in the city of Stockton, and a very small number,
nineteen, were born elsewhere in the United states.

Chart 2

Table 2
PLACE OF BIRTH OF FIRST AND
SECOND GENERATION BASQUE
INDIVIDUALS IN STOCKTON
Fall, 1947

Ji'rance

-29

Spain

46

Stockton
Elsewhere in the
Unit~d States
Total

12-5

19
219

( page 25) illustrate s the percentage distribution in a pie diagram .
Jud ging from the number of persons born in Stockton, one
might say that mo f t of the f irst generation per sons came dire ctly
to Stockton and settled, or at l east soon after they were fir st
married.

Of the nineteen born outside of Stockton, some were born

in Nevada , others in Utah, Oregon, and the rest
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California (Bakersfield and San Francisco predominantly) •
The first Basque settlers in this city came as early as 1850,
but of these none are yet living. 1

Of those included, the time they
2
have spent in Stockton ranges from a few weeks to fifty-six years.
Table 3 (below) furnishes a table of the time spent in Stockton by
fir et and second generation Basque families by sex,

A class

interval of five years is used.
Table 3
TI~~

IN STOCKTON OF FIRill' AND SECOND

GENERATION BASQUE F AMIT.IES BY SEX

FALL, 1947
Years
Total

o.o -

5.0 10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
30.0
35.0
40.0
45.0
50 . 0
55.0

-

Female

Male

219

105
14
9
10
7
16
8
17
16
7
1

114
20

31-~-

/"'.9

9.9

14.9
19 .9
24.9
29 .9
34.9
39.9
44. 9
Lt-9.9
54.9
59 .9

Total

20
22
18
27
21

35
'·

26
14
1

--1

.._,.

l1

12
11
11
13
18
10
7

....

--1

1 G.H. Tinkham, !!iston of §!!:!! Joaguin County California with
Biographical Sketches, 1415 (1929) .
2 This applies to two babies just born a few weeks before.
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The sex and age distribution of unmarried second and t hird
generation Ba sques may be seen in Table 4.

There are t wenty-one

Table 4
.SEX AND AGE DISTRIBUTION OF UNMARRIED SECOND
AND T>HI RD GENERATION BASQUES
IN THE CITY OF STOCKTON

FALL, 194?
Generation
Second

Eim

--

Female ~

0

4.9
9.9
14.9
19.9
24.9

5
10
15
20
25 --~9.9
30 34.9
35 39.9
Totals

2
4

Tote]; Female ~ Total Final Totals

1

3
7

9
15

4

3

4
6

8

7

1

4
3
1

1

28

49

3

21

1

3

19
9
1

29
12
2

32
16
9

1

1

2

19
5

10

5
3

3

1
15

30

45

94

I

females and t wenty-eight males, a total of forty-nine, unmarried
Basque children of the first generation living at home.

Of the

forty-five children of second gener ation Basques, fifteen are f emale,
and t hirty, are male.
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In conclusion, these po :_nts should be made clear.

The number

of persons dealt with in this study are relr:tively small, and
consequently it would be unwise to apply the conclusions drawn in
this study to any other Basque group without discretion.

Most of

the Bv.sques in Stockton were born:· here and because of this feet
would not find it too difficult to conform themselves to the
patterns set by other members of the community.

Their parents a.s a

group are not large in number and therefore collectively do not
present a strong culture front as would the dominant culture in
which they must live each day.

With regards to the time spent in

Stockton, if we excluded from the analysis the third generation, we
would find that the averages would be somewhere over thirty years.
To be exact, the mean was found to be 31.5, the mode 33.3, and the
median 31.9.

TheEe figures apply only to the heads of Basque

families; the family heads are another important influence in the
carrying on of a culture.

After nn average of thirty years in a

city in which social contacts are not exclusively Basque, it is
fair to assume that at least to some small extent, if not more,
there is going to be a breakdown in the less dominant culture,
and a process of social assimilation will be taking place toward
a majority American culture.
A logical consequence of the statistical analysis was a spot
map (page 29) indicating the residence of each Basque family in
Stockton.

One glance at the map shows a dispersion of
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in every direction all over Stockton.
is in the

~outh

The largest one concentr[;tion

San Joaquin Street area.

There are a few second

generation families living in this area due largely to the housing
shortage and the fact that parents own property in that locvtion. 1
The district &round South San Joaquin Street was one of the better
residential areas in Stockton twenty-five or thirty years ago.

It

was there that the first gencretion Basques bought fine homes for
their families as they became financial succef:'sef'.

Upon checking

the city directory of 1')28, it was discovered thut the Basques listed
"Jere not concentrated in one close area except for the South San
Joaquin and Hunter Street

districts.

not nearly so wide as it is today.

However, the dispersion was

Of course, many of the residential

ar:as wh.-re Basques reside today were not developed at that time.
A second, but smaller, concentration is found in the Tuxedo
Park district.

This is a relutively new residential area, having

been developed in the last thirty years, in which there is a number
of first, as well as second, generation Basques.

It is an assumption

that the concentration, slight as it may be, is not due to any
particular desire of the Basques to have P'Tsons of their ovm
national origin as neighbors, but because it was a11nd still is a new
district and therein was the opportunity to purchase and build
homes.

It was also during this period that they were ready to buy.

1 This information was sought when the concentration came to the
author's attention.
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It is tbe opinion of the at1t.hor that this lack of concentration Indicates that thE' Basques have no desire to live in a small
community of their own, as may be found among other ethnic groups.
They were not forced by restrictive covenants to live in certain
areas, and they did not do so of their own accord.

This lack of

discriminction on the part of the older residents of the city might
be a factor in their assimilation into the majority group.
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CHAPTER V
MARRIAGE

All the male Basques but a negligible few migrated to this
country us single men.

None left wives 1;ehind; once they were

nw.rried they were expected to stay on the ancestral family land.
Furthermore, none married until according to standards of' their
group they were able to provide the necessities of family life.
As the early years of the Bc-,sque male in this country was confined
to sheep-herding, 1 it is quite obvious why they did not marry
immediately, as the reruiremente of this work do not make the
si tm,tion conducive to the institution of marriage.
ilrnong the eurly Basque ruign:.nts it wae the practice to
return to their m.tive land at such time as they were well
estBblished and financially able.

'l'hey alwayr- returned to the

United States hnd most frequently with

l:i

bride.

'I' he brides were

usually young women whom they had known prior to their depf,_tture.
Often thry were from the f::ame village or from one near by. 2

An interview with Mr.

o.

sume up the story quite well.

The men came over alone, and in moet cases they became
fairly well established economically before ectuel steps
towurd marriage Here taken. Some of the men then sent

-~_§ee ch[tpter VI I ,__D_c_c_up_ations.____
2

H.G. Tinkham, 2E·~·' 1445.
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for their sweethearts, while others made trips to their
former homes, married, and returned. Many single girls
came to the United States to work, but they had relatives
or friends here already with whom they could refdde.
Within this group were many young women of greHt 1!eauty
and alFo of marriageable age. So you see, there v:as
plenty of op;;ortuni ty to marry nice, he aut iful BaPque
girls. 1
Mr. 0., who is quite humorous, went on to say,
the United r::tateP a bachelor.

11

I came to

I told my girl friend that i f I

didn 1 t return in seven years not to wait for me.

~;he

became

tired of w&Hing ancl so did I; we both eventually married someone
else."
The Basques are firm 1Yelievers in the sanctity of marriage
and consequently frown very much on divorce.
aivorce

vH.tS

discussion.

discovered in the entire category.

Only one case of
It wae a point of

This is due to the religious h.ckground of these people,

not social pressure of the Basque peoole.
Furthermore, if a marriage is taking place between two
partie~

of the Catholic fcith, i t is most often celebrated with a

mass and hundreds of guests &re invited.

It is an occasion for

greet celebration, and all the Bnsques, as well as others, are
invited.

The guer:ts of tho second generation marriage are not

nearly so confined to peonle of Basciue origin as were the first
generation, for they have many other friends.

They still never

fail to invite Basque friends of their parents, whom they way not
___________1-_rnt e~v.tew-N e-.-----3-,-Mr-.----8 •
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have seen for years.

This was gathered from a list for wedding

. •t a t.lone snown
'
. an ln
. t ervlew
.
M
T.1
lllVl
me ln
Wl"th 1v;rs.

It ;·,as so

important that the Basques were listed on separate pages from the
rest of the f.,'Uests.

This indicate::: a lescer degree of assimilation

in that many were invited simply because they were old Basque
friends.
The marriage survey reveals -c,hnt there vmre forty-four
Basque couples of the first genercction.
one war> married to a non-Basque.
same national origin.

Of the forty-four only

Thirty-nine couples were of the

That is to f'ay, the French and Spanid1

BaequE-;S very rarely intermarried; actually there werE-3 only six
cases in Y>Jhich this happened.

As for the second gener[<tion, of

which we have forty-two couples, thirty-six married non-Basques.
There are only six second genere.tion Basque couples in which both
parties are Basque.
gathered.

From the above, certain conclusions were

Evidently the first generation Basques were prone to

marry persons of their own ethnic and national background.

This

indicatee somewhat of a group feeling, which does not exist among
those 'of the second generation, as is shown by thE~ quoted figures.
To say the let.st, the decline of endogamy iE t:mother step toward
social assimili. tion into the American p<:>ttern of life.

1 Interview No. 1.3, Mrs. T.
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CHAPTER VI
EDUCATION

The education of the first generutinn Basques that
the United Ctc.tes was, for the most part, very limited.

C8lllP-

to

Of course,

considering the period, education paflt the grade school was nore
often the exception rather than the rule.

However, even those in

the later migrations were not recipients of too much formal education.
In the old country, the school lessons were conducted in
fpanish or French, not Basque, depending on which side of the
border one lived.

An interview with Mr. 0. revealed the following:

In school in France we were not allowed to speak Basque.
had to speak French at all timt:~s. It gave riee to a
little game. If a student spoke in Basque, he waf" given a
little round piece of wood. He had to keep it until someone else said something in Basque, at which time he could
pass it on. The one who had it at the end of the school
day had to stal an hour after school. It was called "le
Baton Basque".

WE-l

In another interview Mr2. 0. said:
Most of us never went further than the eighth grade,
and never gave much thought to going on because there were
no other schools near by to attend. As it wc..s, the
educational system whs far better on the French side than
on the Spanish.2 The Basques live in many small, isolated
communities, and consequently on neither side of the
------~ IntJU'Yi_eJV_No_._J_,_Mr_._o. - - - -

2 Mrs. 0. is French Basque, which might influence her belief.
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border were they offerld the educational advantage that a more
urban area might hap;e.
It must be remembered that the Basques who migrated to this
country were primarily from the rural areaP and consequently the
educntional system of the cities had not reached them tilirty or
ago~

2

With regard to the second generation, renortE conflicted with
the actual situation.

In several interviews opini'ms such as the

following were obtained:
From an interview with

~ks.

D. :

Basques don't seem to want to go on to college -- their
parents would ::?end them if they wished to go. Some would
go a couple of years. ~nke the M'E .boyj for example. He
is a teacher, but that u; an except1on.
Again, in an interview with Mrs. P.:
Basque parents like to see their children finish high
school and then go to work with them on the ranch. 11 4
While intervie':'ling Mrs. R., this came out in the cour::::e of
conversation:
Basques admirP- the self-made man.
r:.
superior to the well-educated man.::>

The indut=trious man is

As the situation was investigated, it was found that on the
whole many of the second generation Basques had received E)ducation
l Interview No~ 13, Mrs. 0.
2 8ee chapter VII, OccuJ'ation.

3 Interview No. 9, Mrs. D.
~~-~---~---4

Interview No. 7, Mrs. P.

5 Interviev1 No. 14, Mrs. R.
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beyond the high school level.

It was true that many did not receive

their college degrees, but they did attend one, two, and even three
years before discontinuing.

A number attended Stockton ._Tunior

College and College of the Pacific.
of California, and two graduated.

A few attended the University
There is one Davis graduate on

the roster, and some who attended Dominican College of 8an Rr::fael,
St. Mary's and 0:1anta Clara.

There is a teacher in Sacramento, a

second generation Basque from Stockton.

There is a consnicuous

lack of professional men and women of Barque origin from Stockton.
Therefore, the author believes that this is evidence contrary
to statements made concerning education during certain interviews.
This training in American schools is an important factor in the
environment of any individual; this could be a single driving force
toward change.

The sending of their children on to school indicates

v definite change from the pattern of education followed by the

first generation.

'I'his lnclicatee another trend toward racial

assim:i.lB.tion, the falling in toward our patterns, not only among
the second generBt.l.on, but among those of the first generation who
believe highc;r education is important.

CHAPTEI?. VII

OCCUPA'l'ION

In the country of the Basques three main types of occupation come to light.

They are a little industry, flshing to a much

larger extent, and much forming on small farme.

Consequently, there

are Besques in the fishing industries along the coast and Bt:sques in
the livestock country of California, Oregon, and NevHcla.

Stockton

is largely dependent upon agriculture, and the deduction that the
Basques are primarily farmers in this area is not difficult to
make.

The Bacques migrated west (particularly to Nevc.da and

California) and settled in the areas compc.rable to their ne;tive
country.

There are not many maritime Basques in this section.l

It seems that the Basques wished their sons to stay on the

ancestral home to live in the same house, to work the same land.
'l'hey v1ere sorry indeed to see their sons go off to new countries
but recognized that as their country was far too small, this
migr&tion was necessury.

Of the first generation BaEques in

Stockton, not one had come from some place other than a small farm
which had been in the family for generations.

, few had tried

fishing, but farm experience, particularly with livestock, was
always someplace in their background.
-~----~-------~~--

1 Interview No. 2, Mr.

c.

It is not a strange
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occurrence then to find that most all the men, in fact all that were
contacted, had, at one time or another, herded sheep.

This also

applies to every Basque perEon handled by George Tinkham in History
of f'an Joaguin County.....Q§lifornia with .§.t.9.!::t Biographical Sketches~
These men worked as sheep herders for men owning vast amounts
of land, sheep, and cattle in California.
young men were fine in this occupation.

As Mr. 0. said,

11

The

They liked the life of a

sheep herder -- they didn't mind being out on the range alone for
months leading the 'uncomfortable' life of a hachelor. 112

The

handling of sheep and cattle in large numbers was a new experience
for these

B~1 sque

men, for in their native land they had only a

few head of vurious types of stock.

'l'hat, however, was enough to

teach them the essent.is.ls of ctring for stock in small or large
numbers.

J\fter <uving their money for a few yea.rs (There are no

places on the range to spend one 1s money. ) , they would go into
business for themselves on the proverbial "shoe string".

They

never started their b11s1ness on the small scale they were accustamed to in the:tr native land, but always on a medium to large
scale operation (five hundred to a couple thom·and hefJd).

It was

always a gamble of great magnitude for them, but lose or gain, it
was taken in stride.

"These hard-working, good businessmen, with

clever, honest traits, who did a great deal of business among
1 Tinkham,
2

.QQ.

-.£it.

Interview No. 3, Mr. 0.
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themselves, tended to be financie.l successes."

1

When they were first establishing themselves, it was generally
true thc;t tr1ey aided one another and did a greet deul of business
;:~i th

one another; t!Jis is not so apparent today, and shows a break-

. th e group f' ee 1"lng •?,_
d own ln

Another trend toward assimilation is

shown in the establishment of large-scale oper<>.tions instead of the
emall fhrms they hud previously been accustomed to.
Among thEJ early Bt f'ques there \'lere
lines of business.
herder owns

a

a

few who went into other

For example, one man who was previously a sheep

clothinc; store.

Basque hotels and h rs.

Secondly, there are those who owned

Many still do.

'l'hese business men were

also connected with the sheep industry previously or sinmltaneously.
The single first generation Basque women were engaged
primarily in domeFtic work.

In an interview with Mr. 0., he said

as follows:
It was never difficult for the Basque women to obtain work.
They were hard workers and clean and could do domestic work
quite easily .3
The women often remained engaged in this type of
until the time they married.

emploJ~ent

From this time on, they worked only

with their hu:"bands, often doing manual labor on the ranches.
of these women, many of whom were interviewed, now have lovely

1 Interview No. 14, Mrs. R.
2

Interview

l'~o.

8, Mr. 0.

3-Irl"terv±ew-No-.--J,----l\iir ~-(')-.---
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modern homeE, complete with luxuries, and they feel it was worth all
the labor they expended.

It waE curious to find two very attractive

women who were being interviewed, chutting gaily about the time they
worked as domestic workers for a prominent local family.

The

husband of one of these women was considered important enough to be
listed as one of the men contributing considerably to the development of the city of Stockton.

1

One oustanding characteristic of both the women and the men
of the first generation Basques wrs that they considered their
employment hy some:me elee v.s only a means of attaining their own
business

~1nd

financial success.

They never wished to work perrna-

nently for anyone other than themselves.
Although one found the hope expreseed by the first generation
that their sons eventually would Eucceed them in their business,
this haF not been the general trend.

Of the familiet: who had sons

who followed their fathers 1 line of businees d.x were in the sheep
and cattle businese, while the eeventh helped his father with a
Basque hotel.

One parent talked of his son, who was a school

teacher, and expressed the wish thrd he would eventually return to
his sheep and cattle business in a few yer:rs.

Others were·omployed

by various firms about town, and a couple owned their own business

establishmente.
1 '£ inkham, .Q12.

ill·
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In an interview with P!ir. 0., he tried to express wh&t might
be a plausible explanation of why many of the second generation
Ba~ques

have not gone into the sheep business.

Sheep is a frontier business. Land costs too much now.
In 1946 there v1ere L~6,ooo,ooo sheep in the United States,
and in 1947 there were only 32,000,000 head. This shows
thut the sheep businefls is on the decline. Sheep also must
be run in small herds now. This is because of the lack of
grazin"; lc.nd and sheep herders. 'l'he American-born Basque
will not stay in a sheep camp, cook his ovm meals, wash his
own clothee, lef.id a hurd life. Furthermore, not many young
B~;sque men are coming into the country.
Only a few come
now and then.l
From this interview one might gather that the tendency away
from the parent 1 s way of life n:ight not be wholly a matter of simply
not desiring that tyyJe of work but a matter of economics involving
certain factors of production.
In an interview with ;,'r. A. this point of view was expressed:
The second generation, for the most part, "work for someone
else", just like the rest of the American boys. A few have
businesses of their own, but thfW are not sheep or cattle
in their nature •.2
In an interview with Mrs. C. this point of view was expressed:
The American-born Basques sim;,ly haven't got the fortitude
to take the big gambles their fathers took.3
Still in another interview Mrs.

s.

exprHssed her viewpoint:

The sons should, if possible, continue as hard workers and
eventually take over their father's business, but I do not
think that the huf-'iness Fhould be handed ove:r· to them when they
1 Interview No.

3, Mr. 0.

2 J:_ntery_iew_1'Jo_._ 10, Mr •___A.
3 Intervier: No. ~6, W!l's. C.

,j
I

j

!

come of age. They should be trained while they are growing up
to know whtlt it is to work and know the yalue of money. It
isn't good to ;just give them everything.
~ffrs

• .::;. was seemingly criticizing another Basque family, whose

paternal parent had turned his entire business over to M.s sons upon
retirement.
From the above statementE we find a resentment on the part of
the first generation that their children did not follow in their
footsteps.
old

~:md

This also is another indice.tion of a breakaway from the

well established, and whether U is good or bad is beside

the guestion.

This is a point. of culture conflict, and the dominant

culture has shown to be more successful.
As mentioned before, the

Ba~oques

are conspicuous in t!1eir

lHck of Burque professional men in r:tockt.on.

There are several

Basque doctorP 1'nd lHwyers in San Francisco, BHkersfield, and Fresno,
and many would appreciate men in those fields of their own ethnic
background in thiB city, especially if they had been here in the
early

day~~.

As

:for the second generation women, they have followed the

pattern of the

avera~e

i\mE;rican girl.

They finish suhool, work for

a few ye<;rs, and end with t.hf: acquirement of their goal, the blessed
state of

rnt:~trimony.

'l'hey lfi&ke by fer the

social assimilation.

1 Interview No. 6, f1!!rs. [).

greate~d;

stride toward

lj
I,

i

I
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CHAPTER VIII

l
I

!

LANGUAGE

The Basque language is known ar: "Vascuence" to the Spaniards,
but "Wuskera 11 to the Basques.

There are seven independent provinces

protected by the Pyrenean ranges, and as they have knovm no other
unity than that of langua:,e, the;y call themselves by its name:
r·Euskalerri", the peo<)le ( 11 herri") who speak

11

without litert<ry or cultural control has split
dialects and subdialects.

Eu::okt;ra 11 •
B~:wque

I::::olation

into numerous

It has been known adequately since the

publicction of Dechepure 1 s poem in 1545 and Luzarraga's Basque
l!~

Testament in 1571; we have medieval jotting by the tr&.veJ.ler

Arnold Von Harff in the fifteenth century. 1
Basqu(~S

have occupied their prenent siteB

hut their territory was formerly more extengive.
have seen

l:l.

French side.

fror;:~

time immemorial,

The lar-t few years

widerdng of thG bilingual belt on both the Spanish and
A Castiliani:mtion of the principal towns of Spain
?

gave an estimo.ted loss of 70,000 speakex·s. ~.
As the origin of the

languai~e

it has becOir.e a eub;ject of mfl:.h.

has to date not been determined,

I3ar;ques take a pride in the fact

1 W. J. Entwistle, Th~ §.;Qanish Language Together ·with Portuguese,
Catalb.n and ~a:::gu_§, 15 (1938).

-----------2

Ibid.
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that no one has been able to prove definitely (There is no agreement
among aut ;orities.) that the language roots ;.;.re not known.

Many

Bef'ques seriout>ly claim it wuF the langua,;e of Adam and Eve, or
the only language

11

to escape the Tower of Babel" •1

r~uite possibly

it is the oldest language in daily use on the earth.

Those in

.Spain continue to speak it in spite of Franco's ban.

In France

there is no ban on the language, but it is definitely not taught in
the schools.
Mr.

o.

expressed this opinion when questioned about the use

of BuPque in the Pyrenees:
In the B&sse Pyrenees the Basque language is spoken by all.
It may die out over a pr:::riod of many years due to the fact

thf:>.t the languat:;e is not taught in the schools. 'l'here are
many isolr,ted places in which French and Spanish have never
been spoken. Baeque is always spoken by the pri~3sts .:i.n the
churches. We lE-arned our catechism (at least, in tir. 0 's
time) in Basque. It is through this medium that the reading
and written aspects of the language are kept alive.2
All the first generation Basqu€s, upon arrival, brought with

That is, they all spoke Basque plus thG language of their national
origin,
[~punish.

~~panish

or French.

Some of them spoke both French and

Many of the l:rfmc{I Bas(iues and th0ir children acquired

the Spanish language in the United States prior to the .Ktlt;lish
language, due to the predominance of the Spanir,h element.

Conse-

quently, the author wet in the course of interviewing a few first
1 r. Wallace, Q2~_cit~·-------------2 Interview No. 3, Mr. 0. Mr. 0. has not been in his native country
for a good many years, but according to Catholic ~' Vol. 165,
June, 1947, what he predicted has been taking place. It has all
been hastened by the Franco regime.

I

1!
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generation Basquee who had four languages at their disposal:
French,

~.~panish,

and

~?nglish.

Basque,

'l'hey llre constantly taking every

opportunity to speak any of the languages in order to keep in practice.
Mrs. G. said one day,

11

I Just love to talk to Mrs. K.

fhe

speaks Frenr.h, and I have so few opportuniti('s these days to keep
up the langua;;·e that I am almost forgetting it. 111
'l'hf~

first generation BaBques made a conscioUfl effort to teach

their children the Bneque language.

All of the older second

generEction Basques, and most all. of the younger age group, can speak
the language; the rost understand it.

Mo::t parente tried to make

their children speak Bw?que, at least before school age, so they
vmuld not be so inclined to answer in English.

Some cases of second

generation children could hot ep(,;ak English until after they had
entered the grade schools.

They lived on

ranch~~s

remote., and their parents always spoke in Basque.

which were

quitE-~

Some of these

second genH·&tion children spea.k the Spanish language cuite fluently
becau~:w

of contact. vdth help on the ranches who always spoke it.

In the cnee of MrB. D. (second generatlon) it was found that :::he
:::lw expla:tned that her p&rent s

wished her to speak the rHore useful lmtgua:',e well, rather than
spet,k tv10 languages poorly.
In an interview with f';\rs. I. she said aE follows:
'l'he second generntion Basques who speak the language never
$peak it among themselves here. They have husbands and wives

1 Interview No.
4., Mrs. G.
2 Interview No.

9, Mrs. D.
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tvho are not Basque and consequently cannot use it, although
they will speak to their pc,.rentc in Basque. However, the
last time I vms in Los J\ngeles, I went over into the section
of town where many Basquer live and discovered groups of
youngsters speaking Basque on the streets, rather than
English. nerha;;s the language is dying out in this town
because of the small number of Basques we have here, along
with intermcrriage and contact with other peo;>le.l

Mrs. I expressed exactly what had happened.

11 breakdO\m

in the use of a spedfic language as well as othPr culture traits
m,turally follows contt:J.cts with other groups or soci&l interaction.
J.\.s for the third generation Basques, only one was found that
could speak the langua. e well.

As Mrs.

I. explained in the

follovdng:
My children understand Basque but do not speak it. In fact,
they refuse to do so. What they tmderstt:md har bef'Hl taught
them by their grandmother. My mother resides with us, and
she consta.ntly speaks to them in Basque in an effort to teach
them the lt:mgua .e. It is very difficult for me to speak in
B&fque to them all of the time, for my huf'lx nd is not Basque,
and we of nece::>si ty speak in a lang11age common to the both of
us. The children, consequently, do not hear enough of it to
learn.2
This occurrence iP common to many SE-)Cond generation Basque
homes.

When reviewing the sitw,tion, one can see a gru.dual

deterioration in the use of the languase from first generation to
third.

It is only a matter of time until the languat'e will be no

more.
l Interview rJo. 13, Mrs • I.
2 Ibid.
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CHAPTER IX
RELIGION

Of the religion of the Basques prior to Christianity,
little is certainly known.

The few notices we have point to a

worship of the elements, the sun, the moon, and the morning star,
and to belief in the immortality of the unburnt and unburied
body.
The country of the Basques is today Roman Catholic in
religion, and has been since the early days of Christianity.
The relationship between Church and state among the Basques has
been very remarkable.

They areca highly religious people,

eminently conservative in their religious practices.

In religion

alone, through Ignatius de Loyola of Quipuzcoa and Francis Xavier
of Navarre, they have left their mark on Europe.

"Catholic

rlif'torians emphasize the fact that St. Ignatius lLoyola, St. Francis
Xavier, and in consequence the fociety of Jesus (Jesuit order) were
the grentest gifts of the Basques to the \'forld •111
They have kept the

et~rliest

forms of Christian ritual,

many being comparable to the Uniate Eastern Catholic rite rather
than the Roman rite.
1 I • Wallace ,

The earlier forms of Christian marriage and

.Q12_! __ ill~---
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and of the primitive order of deaconess, forgotten elsewhere in the
West, are still practiced by the Basques.
They are quite liberal with the clergy but insist that they
be Basque.

ThPy will not accept the f.panish clergy.

At the time

most of the Basques in this community emigrated to this country,
sermons and catechism were all spoken and taught in

B~u~que.

It

was through this medium that the language was taught as fer as
reading and writing was concerned.
pious people.
da.ys.

The Basques are a traditionally

It was uW1eard of to miss mass on

~unday

or holy

Their religious activity was not limited to Sunday observance.

The doors of the churches were always open; religious services v;ere
frequent, and many attended Benediction and Holy Hour.
The impression given by the Basques iu Stockton about attendance to religious services could be summed up by the statement made
by Mrs. 8.
In the old Country we never missed mass. People were
disrespectful of all who were not thoughtful of God. Here,
the situation differs. Americans do not go to church very
much, and no one thinks anything of it.l
In Stockton all the Basques are Catholic in religion.

They

all remain Catholic if only to the extent of making their Easter
Duty.

In order to remain a Cat,,olic the Church requires that all

should receive the sacramentE (penance and Holy Eucharist) at least
l Interview No. 6, Mrs. S.
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once a yeur and dur:i.ng the Easter time.

Only one

ca~e

was discov-

ered in which complete breakaway waf' found; this person belonged to
no other denomination and attended Cf'tholic services upon occasion.
In interviews these statements were made:
All Basques are Cl:~tholics; eood or bad, they are Crtholic.
They will never change. They are too bull-headed to change
from the religion of their ancestors. 1
\Ve are mostly Catholic; in fact, all are. Many don't
practice -- among the older men. They expect to be buried
in the Church with a great funeral, but they never go to
church when living.2
The note of disrespect found in the last prevailed in other
interviews, even from those who knew they were speaking of themselve:::.
()f

inate.

those who stay away from the Church, the older men predom-

These are the Christmas-Easter Catholics.

when they were children, they never missed mass.

They f'ay that
This change

might have been due to a languP.ge barrier, but this is doubtful,
because in the mass language can be no barrier, for Latin is used
universally in the Western rite.

One would be inclined to believe

that. this la:xness might have been a result of the occupations they
held as young men.

AB mentioned before, the occupations held by

these young immigrants vmre always in the lW.ture of sheepherding.
Transportation was poor, and they stayed for month:::- v.t a time on
the range.

Traveling thirty miler; to mass by horse and buggy,

1 Interview No. 10, Mr. A.
2

Interview No. 6,__lllr_g~ 0•-----------------~-----------------
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leavlng sheep without care, is not conducive to Sunday observance.
Religtous service &ttendance among the second generation
Basques and their children is rel1tively as high as that of the
older generation.

It is not confined to Sunday rna::s alone, but to

other services as well.

When calling to make an appointment with

Mrs. J:. for an interview, she explained thvt she would not be in for
the next nine nights as she was making the Novena to St. Ann which
was being conducted at the time at one of the local Catholic churches,
which incidentally was not in her parish. 1
time were met with a similar response.

Other calls made at the

Later Mrs. I 1 s mother

mentioned to another person in the room that other Basque friends
were making the novena also, and

11

her husband was going tooi 112

Mrs. I. maneuvered her two small children into bed for their afternoon nap with the promise that they could attend the novena with her
that nlght • '
Religious conflict is small
although the

nu~ber

betwc~en

the parents, because

of second generation Basques married to Basques

is small, a great many of them ma.rried Catholics.
Most of the second generation Basques have attended the local
parochial schools, either when in high school or in grade school.
At one time or another, their secular educction ha2 been combined
l Interview No. 13, r~s. I.

2 Interview No. 4, Mrs. G.

lj
~

·lI
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with religious education.

Often thiE was heard,

"When I was at

St. Mary's, I knew-----."
The degree of fervor or intensity with which the parents
carry on their religious activities is more often paralleled by
their children among the Basques.

'.i.'here are exceptions, for some

of the Be.sque parents have a. degree of laxness in the practice of
their religion, but still their children are sent to religious
schools and a.re not permitted to become lax.
From the discussion above, one would gather th<it this is
one uttribute of the Basque people that has not been modified
enough to count as an indication toward assimilation.

This might

be due to the fact that although this is by and large a Protestant
country at least in this section Cetholics are not so rare or so
recent in arrival to be considered a minority group.
a change in religion is not warranted.

Consequently,

One great change was the

lack of insistence upon having church with Basque clergy, as we.s
considered necessary in the nc;tive country.

II
II
~

l
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CHAPTER X

~

!

ORGANIZATIONS

There are no formal organizations distinctly Basque in
Stockton.
annual

At present, there are gatherings of Basques at the

Ba~q11e

picnic.

The funeral of a Basque is also an occasion

of the gathering of many Basques.

In attendance at the picnics

many of the second generation no longer attend as they did when
they were in thr::Jir teens.

'l'oday :i.t is primr;.rily attended by the

older generation and their young unmarried children who have a
"tendency to leave ehrly11 • 1

All the Basques attend the funerals,

for they feel it is their dlJt;y· to pay their last rn1pects during
the final burial rites.
this regard.

There is no laxity among the Basques in

As one non-Basque said,

old Basque gentleman last week.

11

! attended a funeral of an

If I ho.d known there were that

many BusqueE in Culifornia, I \"iould have run my father-in-law for
governor a long time ago." 2
There was a closeness in the community of Basques in the
early de.ys.

They stayed together out of necessity.

matter of language plus an economic factor.

1 Intervj_ew No. 13,
2

lltrrs.

Interview No. 17, Mr.

T.

o.

It was a

Thc:1 bond of being a
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common ethnic group raade it easy to obtain work through mutu&l aid.
The older people still cling together, but not ae they did yearc
ago.

Now t.hey see their friends singly i f they

CHre

to visit.

As

Mrs. 8. enid in an interview:
In the old days you expected e.ll the Basques without
formal invitat:l.on on your hirthdny or Feast Day. 1 Or
per·haps on your anniversary you would have arrangemHnts
made at a Basque hotel for a big party to which it was
understood that all the Basques were :tnviteCI. Why not?
Were they not all your friends? No longer are there such
large gathr~rings except for funerHls and the annual
Basque picnics."~
From the above discussion one might easily assume correctly
that among the Basques there are no formal organizations restricted
to these perf•ons of Basque ancestry.

In 1907 there was an attempt

to organize a Bnsque lodge; it lived approximately one year.
Although there are none in Stockton, the author Y\TaS informed that
they did exist in large cities such as San Franc::tsco and Los
Angeles.

There

wal:'

also an attempt among the women to start a

card eluh for t.l1e Basque women, but it too was short-lived.

These

attempts have been confined to the f'irEt generation.group.
'I'he second generation have their own friends who may or may

not he Banque.
Amblers and
·women' D

The men belong to local organizations such as the

~'wenty-thirty

Clubs.

The women belong to local

clubs nuch as Philomathean or Business and r'rofessional

1 It is a European pra.ctice to celebrate one's Fea2t Day, that is
the Feast of the saint. one is named aft or, rather than the

birthday •.- - ·
2

Interview No. 5, Mrs. S.

II!,

II

I
~

~
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Women's Club.
The lack of formal o?.'gan1zation does not mean there \Vas no
organization &mong the Ba.sques of any nature.

This leads to the

next section of this study, the Basque hotel, which is treated
in a separate chapter becamoe of importE-mce, although it might

fall in wHh ')rganizations.

!I

il
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CHAPH.:R XI

1

THE BAsqut-.: HCl'l'EL

does not bHnr mueh r0;.JotobJB.nce to what we bring into our min..1 1s
ey,;;; when we th:lnk of a hotel.

elngle B&Eque men who we:ce working

.1.11

exclueively psople of Busque origin.
hanc'l<~d

single Bcsqne rn-sn.

th;::; lncs.U.ty, and wlJ.at th:::)y

'l'hE' Be.f;que hot.Al in Stockton

Tha2e men were pr:i.mn.ray sho8epherders.

home a:<td hHv:i.nt; a g.:,,1le:t'a1 all-arovnJ gay time.
alwa.ys had a pelota court near by, or
1

11

The Basqrte hotel

chistera 111 as some of the

Chistera 11 is the name of the basket-like handle attached to the
player's wrist (See cut,page 57).
11

fj "In a French village n ea t· Bim·ritz, I wa tched a cham·
pion ship pclota ga me," wr it es an Am eri can fri end of
Ca nad ian Club . "It lo oked as ea sy as Ame ri can ha ndball to me.
So wh en th e match wa s ov er, I asked th e referee if I mi ght try a
ga me. Alth ough I'm on ly 30, he said I wa s too old ... that men
h-arn to pla y pelota when they' re boys. I wa s skeptical ; so he
SHiiled a 11d said, 'II i\l'sie u du es11't believe me, try it. .. !'

"I tried on the chiste ra , a curved ba sket
a ttached to a glove. Th e ball is ca ught in
th is contrap ti on a nd flun g ba ck to the fran/on,
or wa ll. Sin ce th e court is two-thirds as long as
a f~otball fi eld , it's slreHu o us fur a beginn er!

€)"1played

with th e two local champion s, th e
Unha ssob iscay broth ers. They warn ed me that
broken wri st·s a re not nn com mon- and th at th e hard
ball can fractur e a man's skull. In half an hour, I
decid ed that I was too old for pclota.

(.1 "B.~ s qne

d:~nces after pelota g~1;1 ~s '~-eumte th e wm ners and th e losers. I hey re
based e-n fu lkl ore and rese mbl e a wil d fa nd an go.
It's ama zin g that th ese Basq ues ha ve streng th
left for such a dance after a game like pclota.

GAME OF PELCYI'A

s;
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Basques call it.

It is the Basques' favorite game ( 11 For us i t is a

religion. 111 ) , and the young men always spent their free a.fternoons
A.fter the games, it was back into the hotel for a Ba<::que

playing.

dinner of good soup, barbecue, and vegetable salads.

'l'he second

generation familieE still cook very much the same way and the saiJB

fc-J.da",

11

Faldungon, HChiBtou", and Dance of the 1\rchers • 2

the younr;or ;:;<:'neration

E till

know lloi!'v to perform these dt.mce 2 but

The ftcmlly looted i'orwtrd t..:.' these

the re, :=d.:. of t-he group on
tb.£•t tl.tf' p:=u•ties

wE'rE'

tb~_;

Many of

g~:th~ri.ngs

pelota. eotu·ts.

It

Wf:tS

c.nd often t-hey

8.t the&e hotels

held fo1' new arrive.le for whieh tLE:' entire

B<. Pyue connauni t;y nould turn out.

I CIH"t i'f:!lle:.:>l:.•·'-. :t·, ViC!•'.'.\.•. I -.H-.f..l younger, going ,:_,very TUE :odb_y and
funday nights to the Basque Hotel. The entire family would go

;?

' 1 }1eH~;;;: ufc.l""lC<';i. f' ir.: th.:.
( May, 1947) •

TI •.;,nctt {j1'8{J8t:".;,<;il'

T:cavr;"l;t LXXXIX,

----------
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and they would dm1c<3, eat, n.nd have a good time. This practice
somehow no longer continued. We miss it very much .1
Again, in another comrer,:,at:i.on with a Mrs. B.:

Oh, yes, we always went t.o those gatherings, but af' our
children grori older, they w?uld st~y a :few mo~ent::-, und , th~n
they would want to go off Wl th the1r own iimP.rl.can frienos.

Wm' II; Ht. which t.iTDe it ceasGd completely.

prtor to marriage, ro:,csll attend:i.ng

thc~Fe

da.nce.s with tl'leir l'&rents.

After their marriage, they nBelected going, and the practice was
definitely

m~. th_,~

c1ecli;F,.

'.l'oda;y- the ~1otels have not oD.ly lo2t t!::J.s .function bnt have

r21r,ait:.:::>

nor:;E;W~.::'t

an atmosphere of the old prG.ct:Lce.

For exnmplo,

of the meD had tc.tken i11 and t!:;cy had to care fo:r- hj.m.

to the publ:le.

Tl1i2 is apparently

l I11t,er·v. :l.eY1 No. 4. r~~rs . G.

_ ___!'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2 Interview No. 18, Nlrs. B.

don~;

'I\1o

of the

for economtc reafons.

_______________________ ----

..
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It:.': onlJ eonnection Nith its original
purpose lies h1 the fact that they clo fJt.Hl c&re for the single

still

serv~1

Bar,quo dinners, ,:;.lthough to tJ,e gentnal puLl::ic, cw well

as to P.nsquos.

of

B~sque

Ik:re~

ar;a:!.n,

pre.ctices l:nd the

'NG

bavo .::mother E.1ign of de.c.OllilXJs:'i.ng

~>.ssuming

of oth.<:!r methodt" of entertain-

ment, and the change8 nm.de in the character of the hotels naturally
followed.

CFU.PT!:T XII
SU!MM'J!Y AND Cot-lCLUDION

Thn 1.nrr.J :c.srtm:i.lation

"'i8.E!

di::;oussed :in th8 n.rl'!t chHpter as

B.

it is s(H:d.nl ar.s:l.miLt.t::m that has taken ;_Jlace &mong the HBf'ques in
Stockton.

A brief

ronum~~

of the degree of bre&kdown or h.ck of it

:tn varions arpectr; of culture will be given.
The pos:i.tive
place .;n·e ae

1.ndicatlon~

that soc:i.al aesimU.ati.on .ha.l" taken

follow~:

.,

·'.

although all of the first genere:t5_or, CP.me from
comnilli!ities.

e:xt,r.~mely

:!mall rural

Although t.hey are a.griculturlsts .for the most part.

as many li.rnericanP. in Chl:i.fom :ia they prefer the urban life of the
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larger community.

This is a defiriite change to the pattern of life

of the majority group.

4. There has been a definite change in the attitudes and
reception of new Basque immigrants.

Over a period of thirty years

an attitude of welcome haE degenerated to one of indifference.
This means a lesser degree of group consciousness and a movement
toward assimilation.

5.

In marriage there has been little endogamy; pride in the

ethnic group has not been so important as to prevent the marriage
of the second generation to persons other than those of Basque
origin.

6. The first generation Basques had decidedly little formal
education (often less than the grade school), but they have sent
their children on to college.
in

assimil~tion,

Education is e.n important factor

for it is here that new patterns are taught in a

formeJ.. way.
7.

In spite of the first generation's wishes, a movement

away from the traditional occupation of stock ranching ensued.
This movement into new occupations has not resulted in any concentration in any other field.
8.

The breakdown in the use of the

Basque language started

with the first generation in their use of English, fPanish, and
French instead of Brsque.

The second generation speak Basque to

their parents and older generation Basques, but outside of that
-~~----
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never use it at all.
persons, does

9.

The third generation, except for one or two

not speak the language.

There has been no change in relig'ous practices, but no

Basque Church was set up with Basque clergy presiding as was deemed
necessary in the native country.
10.

Although no formal organizations existed for persons of

Bcsque origin for any length of time, they did cling together durin
their first years.

They used to spend their evenings together, but

even this practice is declining, and for many has ceased altogether.
11.

A modification in the nature and function of the Basque

Hotel has taken place.

They are no longer exclusively Basque

boarding houses; they now cater to other guests, serve the general
public food, and hnve added public bars.
The above list indicates social assimilation ha8 taken place.
Here are some points which show there is a decided lack of it:
1.

Jilthough little effort has been made among the Basques

to retain their cultural identity, they are proud of thelr ethnic
background, be they first, second, or third generation.
2.
weddings.

The old ties are adhered to somewhat in the case of
No second generation Basque would marry (they generally

have lurge weddincs) without inviting old Basque acquaintances of
their parents, although their parents may not have seen these persons
for years.
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3.

When a Basque dies, every Basque in the locality, and

even those living at some distance, looks upon it

B.S

his duty to

attend the funeral.

4. Among the first generation one's intimate friends are
Basque, although they have had many contacts with non-Basques in
other than a business way.
5.

If all perr,ons present in a collection of people e.re

BEJsque, Basque is spoken.

6. The older generation adhere in spirit to the old ties in
that they wish their children to follow them in the same line of
business.
In conclusion, as has been stated before, it is social
assimilation that has taken place.

There is a decided lack of

cultural assimilation among the BDsques, in that little of the
old culture has been retained and none has been taken up by other
members of the community so as to produce e. unique situation in
this city.

It is social assimilation in that there has been

among these persons, who were unlike Americans in their social
heritage~,

a coordination of activities by which they have come to

share the same bodies of sentiments, idear, traditions, loyalties,
and similar standards.
Why has assimibtion taken place to such an extent in such
a short period of time?

Jllthough it is not the purpose of this

study to answer this question, a few reasons are proposed.

The
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number of Basques in this community is not large, and they were never
confined to one area of town by restrictive covenants.

It is

difficult for such a small number to retain their closeness when
they are dispersed widely and tneir daily contacts are with persons
other than Basques.

They made no deliberate effort to rnaintain

their own ethnic identity.

Why this is is hard to understand,

unless being rather independent people, they discarded clannishness
whEm it was no longer necessary for the group's security.

Further-

more, when the Basques first came to Stockton, the class structure
of the town was not so rigid that movement virtually was next to
the impossible.

This made it easy for even the first generation

to traverse several levels of the class structure in a relatively
short period of time.

In addition, the second and

have all been educated in American schools.

·~hird

generations

This would give a

great impetus toward the assimilation of any ethnic group.

These

reasons are purely specul&tive and present a problem for a future
study.
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